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ABSTRACT
Upgrading of informal settlements in South Africa is fast becoming a reality. One of the reasons progressive government policies in settlement upgrade fails to be 
implemented is because creative design and planning strategies have yet to be introduced. Upgrading informal settlements entails creating an environment that 
would help communities improve their social and economic status. This can be achieved by offering design elements that the communities can exploit in different 
ways as well as creating points of contact, in the plan of the area, which will generate social and economic encounters that will be beneficial to the community.
  
This idea is made possible by the streets. This research looks at how people in the local community live their lives in the streets and spaces between the build-
ings and it tries to unearth the dynamics of these spaces so that these spatial dynamics can be reproduced, aligning modern forms of architecture with the 
traditional cultural praxis of community. The street is an element that is a vital source of life and commercial activities. This element can also work as a stage, 
theatre, market and playground, yet maintaining its primary function of movement, transit, orientation and connectivity. The infrastructure of the streets can work 
in conjunction with the building, in doing so the architecture embraces social and urban qualities resulting in a structure that breaks away from the idea of the 
building object and the conceptions of what we perceive architecture, urbanism and planning to be. In achieving this, the street is re-envisioned in a different 
way than usual.
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01 INTRODUCTION The street is a vital source of energy, its ability to ori-entate and connect people and places makes it an element upon which places can be defined. Unlike 
the static presence of the building object, the street-
scape is alive, quickened by a collection of different 
programmes negotiating amongst each other to func-
tion effectively. When buildings are grouped as is the 
case in an urban context, the constructs of space and 
architectural composition is heterogenous, meaning 
that when planning an area the primary infrastruc-
ture such as roads and municipal service nodes are 
first laid out, establishing a framework. In time build-
ings will sprout within this network, once an area is 
built up there arises a clear distinction between in-
frastructure and space that is say state owned and 
infrastructure and space that is private owned; there 
will also be a distinction between space that is public 
and space that is private. The urban landscape is com-
prised of a juxtaposition of many individual elements.
The planner’s role is to bridge the gap between the 
buildings and outdoor spaces (the public and the pri-
vate) and maintain the civic dialogue between the 
state and the public. In most cases planners have to 
work within the constraints of already built up areas, 
in doing so they have to negotiate with the architec-
ture of different buildings; around a square, market, or 
even along the strip of a road (as will be the case in 
the project) for a desired urban solution. This project 
is an opportunity to draw in all the energies of a par-
ticular spot, public and private, open and closed, in-
door and outdoor and static & dynamic to form a con-
tinuous flow of landscape. In this sense the envisaged 
building will not simply form the streetscape, or shape 
the square but the organization of the streetscape 
(public spaces) will transform into a uniform fabric.
Skyline of Johannesburg CBD l Source: Wikimedia l
The street envelope encompasses all different elements 
of the built and natural environment into one structure.
Transit Space is a concept that aims to revisit the street 
from the perspective of the local population as an architec-
tural component and how it functions together with the build-
ing in offering more than just access and linkage. Transit 
Spaces are spaces which are short-lived and temporary in 
the minds of the users. Such spaces are experienced in mo-
tion, either on foot, in a car or in a train.  The architecture of 
transit spaces aims to captivate the users whilst they are in 
motion. This subject will be discussed further in chapter 5.
To best explore its opportunities, this concept will be explored 
in a setting that is in need of upliftment (both physically and 
socially) and is also an area that could best benefit from the 
proposed planning strategy. The informal settlements have 
been identified as a suitable setting because new plan-
ning strategies are required for informal settlements, due 
to sensitivity of these areas the human being and his pat-
tern of activities become a key subject, therefore the ar-
chitectural response needs to adhere to the social issues.
An expression of the duality of public space and inte-
gration of the building, environment and human activi-
ties into one entity l Source: Author’s Previous Work l
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The streets in informal settlements possess both so-
cial and infrastructural dynamics, not only do they have 
traits of the qualities of these Transit Spaces because 
most of the life takes place in a domain rife with movement 
and activities, but they are grounds where these possi-
bilities can be explored and turn out to be most successful. 
We cannot have a discourse on informal settle-
ments without discussing settlement upgrade.
“Why, as a culture, do we tend to privilege the conception and mak-
ing of new things, or places, over the chance to modify or remake 
existing ones? Making new is not intrinsically more challenging 
than remaking, amending, or renewing. Nor is the result rou-
tinely more appealing or longer lasting.” (Rockcastele, 2008,p4) 
Such is the spirit of this research. This research is inspired by 
the need for the improvement of rural and township settlements, 
or in other words the upgrade of such settlements. For that to 
be achieved, an innovative strategy had to be developed. The 
adopted strategy is to use the streets as a placemaking tool.
My definition of settlement upgrade is the developing of in-
formal settlements and the activities within them rather than 
attempting to formalize or eradicate them because each 
of the two cases (“formalize” & “eradicate”) will end up be-
ing detrimental to the cultures, values and lifestyles of the 
people living there, these aspects which I have mentioned 
all have a role to play in the establishment of settlements. 
This definition will be placed on par with government’s strat-
egy of Upgrading of Informal Settlements in South Africa.
The upgrading of informal settlements strategy in South Africa 
pays very little attention to the relationship between man, build-
ings and the environment. This level of interaction takes place 
in the spaces between buildings, although some might argue 
that the public domain is a different entity from the building, 
Vickers, 1998, pp8; says that “Cities are not just buildings. 
They are a curiously potent compound of buildings and people. 
The way people create, use and interact with the fabric of their 
urban concentrations make for a single entity.”  It is expected 
that this research will lead to a composition of the urban envi-
ronment into a single entity. The key challenge and aim of the 
project is to construct and represent this entity; the building, the 
environment and the person into one homogenous form where 
goods, people and vehicles can move through uninterrupted.
Gehl, 1987 writes that, “First life, then spaces, then 
buildings – the other way around never works.”
This suggests that the architecture then becomes a prod-
uct of the social organizations, that way it is possible to pre-
serve true identity and spirit of place. The first step is to un-
derstand the social organization of people and their places.
02 UNDERSTANDING HUMAN
INFRASTRUCTURE
To ensure upgrade without erasing the social fabric 
one needs to understand that place transcends the no-
tions of the physical entities, the sociology of place deals 
with metaphysical and fluid systems of social organiza-
tions which could be termed as human infrastructure.
Human infrastructure differs from the concept of social net-
work. You can be part of an infrastructure, because you sup-
port the functioning of the activities, but that does not neces-
sarily mean that you are part of the social network, a social 
network is exclusive, whereas human infrastructure involves 
both active and passive role players. The lady selling goods on 
Street Vendor in Kliptown Informal Settlements 
l Source: Authorl
Wattville, South Africa l Source: Google Earth l 
the corner of the road might not know each and every single 
customer, but she contribute’s to her customers’ livelihoods.
Human infrastructure is comprised of the role played by the 
members of a family, neighbourhood, workplace, shop, etc.; 
These role players contribute to the functioning of such organiza-
tion’s activities (Mark et al, 2009). It is imperative to understand 
how these different forms of organizations and systems interact 
with one another through their daily activities, how they connect 
with each other, how they connect and deviate from the formal 
institutions, as well as their impact on the settlement patterns.
Human infrastructure is extremely visible in the informal con-
text where the patterns of social relations have been inad-
equately accounted for; the pragmatic order (or the random 
planning in some other cases) of planning has not been suc-
cessful in capturing the true nature of these social relations.
If upgrade was to take place they would have to run along the 
lines and networks of these forms of organizations. In doing 
so, the human infrastructure will serve as a foundation for a 
durable built environment that will grow in accordance with 
the people’s needs and cultural practices (Huchzermeyer, 
2006). In doing so it also provides an environment that people 
can relate to and have a sense of belonging when in them. 
16
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It is said that infrastructure only becomes visible once things 
break down (Star and Ruhleder, 1996 cited in Mark et al 2009). 
When we drive down a street or walk into a building, we are 
unconscious of the state of things until there is a problem. In 
the urban settings this breakdown in human infrastructure is 
reflected in the misuse and misappropriation of space that is 
often termed as “informality”. Shacks in squatter camps were 
never meant to be permanent dwellings and shanty towns’ 
infrastructures were never meant to efficiently support the 
daily activities of its residents, cities in many third world coun-
tries were never planned for today’s population demography.
In many cases the human infrastructure intersects and even 
clashes with the formal institutions, and do not conform to the 
best practices of urban environments (Judin & Vladislavic, 
1998). In actual fact it would be a misconception to refer to 
the infrastructure as broken down, when in fact it appears to 
be a cry from the localities’ desire to be recognized as some-
thing new and unique, this collision of the formal order and 
these inconspicuous social organizations gives rise to an in-
teresting way of perceiving township and African urbanity. 
This approach is a more dynamic way of looking at planning.
I support the understanding of human infrastructure as the 
underlying structure of place considering the rate at which in-
frastructure (physical) in many, if not most, African cities have 
fallen apart for the reason that the technology and cultural prac-
tices that were meant to be enacted in both public places did 
not conform to the culture of those that inhabit today’s cities.
Today’s cities are a melting pot of different traditions, each try-
ing to reclaim a spot, corner, street or street edge, public or 
private space that would best support and fit their cultures in 
the urban contexts. In doing so there are acts of resistance 
and defiance of by-laws, appearing chaotic and disorderly
Broken Down Infrastructure of Charter Square l Source : Wits BAS Hons Class 2009 l 
Street edge in Kinshasa, DRC l Source : Author l 
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03 CONTEXT OF RESEARCH 04 DEFINING STREETS AS PLACES
This research looks into the settlements for poor communities; 
I try to justify my objectives by considering the world, continent, 
country and city we live in. The informal dominates, and I must 
re-iterate that the untidy and haphazard patterns of settlements 
is a question which receives very little attention especially 
amongst architects who are supposed to be the ones respon-
sible for the shaping of the built environment, or in other words 
“placemaking” (Awotona & Teymur, 1997, p.21). It is evident 
that the modern architects did not foresee the rapid urbanization 
and densification of the cities they had planned and designed 
for, and they systematically downplayed the role of culture and 
identity in placemaking. The modern movement succeeded 
in alleviating society from the gloom of the industrial revolu-
tion, but the most notable omission in the ethos of the modern 
architect was the failure to recognize the plight of the poor. 
Culture and tradition are elements which are core to giv-
ing place character (Awotona & Teymur, 1997, p.16). Af-
ter  all , a people cannot be grouped in a setting unless 
they themselves are understood, only from there would 
it be possible to explore new possibilities (G.M Hodg-
son, cited by Viruly,2009,  personal communication). 
Rural dwellers also have a key role to play in the transformation 
of a city such as Johannesburg, because the migration of this 
group of people causes them to transfer elements of the village 
to the urban landscape and introduce their traditions to the city 
adding a new layer onto the existing urban fabric and often this 
is reflected as clash of cultures and colliding worlds (Bremner, 
2004). To further elaborate on the need for architects and plan-
ners to grasp this point of view, I quote from Roy & AlSayyad, 
2004, p.7 where they discuss Wirth’s principles of urbanism: 
“Wirth’s urbanism should not be confused here with physical/
spatial processes of urbanization, or with the locally driven 
culture of cities. Indeed, Wirth reasoned that the central is-
sue in studying the city was to discover ‘the forms of social 
action and organization that emerge among individuals un-
der the conditions of density, heterogeneity and anonymity’”
The advantage of designing in the informal and denser set-
tings is that the fabric is close-knit making it ideal for so-
cial interactions and the carrying out of daily activities, all 
taking place within walking distance (Deward & Uyten-
bogaardt, 1995), [activities being an expression of the 
peoples culture, lifestyles and values (Awotona & Tey-
mur, 1997, p.13), henceforth the context is more dynamic]. 
According to Dewar & Uytenbogaardt, 1995, p41:  “The 
tighter the space, the more intensely urban the result-
ant development can be.”  They go further to say that: 
“By definition, these environments must be intense and 
dense: intensity is a non-negotiable requirement for con-
venience and viable public transportation to operate.” 
The concentration of activities provides more exposure to econom-
ic and social opportunities; residents can capitalize on the mass-
es moving through and/or around their place of residence. The 
Informal  settlements already offer this type of social dynamics.
The street is a very useful piece of infrastructure that not 
only makes transportation possible but also facilitates move-
ment of people, motor vehicles and goods. It links spaces, 
communities, cities, nations and even continents. It frames, 
shapes, isolates and pulls together. Reference in the world 
is achieved by means of its connection and networks. 
Place is defined by parks, markets, civic centres, squares, water-
fronts and even the streets (PPS). In the context of this research, 
the street is the desired element for placemaking. Where density 
prevails, the street is alive, it is fascinating to see how the street 
and its functions is a great source of social and economic opportu-
nity; it possesses qualities necessary to empower a community.
Alexandra Township l Source: friendsofalex.org.za l View of the Northern Part of Times Square l Source: Wikimedia l
cnr 7th & West 47th str, Times Square l Source: Wikimedia l Times Square Pedestrianized l Source: Wikimedia l
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“The public spaces are the places within which people expe-
rience city or town and engage, both formally and informally, 
in its collective life. When people are poor, the full range of 
a household’s needs cannot be met through the individual 
dwelling which represents the locus of one family’s, by defini-
tion, limited resources. A significant part of their lives is played 
out in public space.” (Dewar & Uytenbogaardt, 1995, p9) 
. 
Such is the nature of streets in the developing world, most often 
inadequate living conditions has led the street into becoming an 
extended domain of the home, as a result of this,  the thresh-
old of the house becomes a public-private area. The threshold 
is instrumental in redefining the way architects and planners 
approach urban spaces in South Africa’s informal settlements
It is in this public realm that natural occurrences take place, 
It is in the streets that people uphold their livelihoods, it 
is a great marketing tool for advertising and exposition of 
goods, all in proximity to a large volume of people, it is an 
alternative option to the mall or supermarket by offering the 
community with goods and groceries at their doorsteps.
Many market places traditionally develop along thorough-
fares. The boulevard de Champ Elyssee in Paris which is 
recognized for its magnificent outdoor life is a good case. 
This is made possible because it offers a wide array of ter-
races and specialized shops (PPS), all detached and iso-
lated as opposed to the central market, therefore main-
taining continuity over a linear span; and that way the 
locals can maintain a livelihood in the place they live.
The street also functions as a recreational ground, children play 
in it, and they can run, kick a ball about or sit, while their mothers 
keep an eye out for them. New relationships are formed, gath-
erings take place and celebrations are staged in them. These 
are just some of the natural activities one could expect from a 
street. Gehl, 1987, pp13; says that “a wide range of optional 
activities will also occur because place and situation now invite 
people to stop, sit, eat, play, and so on.” Architecture comes into 
play when buildings are strategically grouped to create envi-
ronments for spontaneous encounters, the building is not there 
for its own programme only, but it also extends outwards by 
providing resources for the public environment that will encour-
age the public to engage with architecture in a different way, 
by sitting, eating, stopping under a shade, playing and so on. 
This is possible in streets where there is a balance between 
pedestrians and automobiles, reminiscent to the medieval 
cities which were more suited to people because they were 
planned at human scale (Gehl, 1987). Centuries later, the in-
dustrial cities from the late 1800s had to cater for the auto-
mobile; as a consequence roads became wider and spanned 
longer, almost diluting the intimacy of public spaces. In wid-
ening the roads the density is reduced, together with the 
concentration of activities essential for community cohesion.
4.1 Projects for public spaces
William White’s theories on public spaces and most notably his 
book The social Life of small Urban Spaces, gave birth to Project 
for Public Spaces (PPS). PPS is a nonprofit planning, design 
and educational organization that helps to improve communities 
by extracting the positive energies of the public spaces. During 
the last 35 years, the organization has completed 2500 projects 
all over the world and worked in partnership with public and pri-
vate organizations, government and municipal authorities, busi-
nesses, neighbourhood associations and other civic groups. 
Kinshasa 2007 l Source: Author l
Champs Elysee l Source: PPS.org l
Aerial photo over Champs Elysee l Source: Google Earth l
4.2 Measure of Successful Places
During a period of 35 years and involvements in 26 different 
countries, PPS developed what they call the place diagram 
which is a tool used to measure the success of place. It is based 
on key attributes, intangible qualities and measurable data. The 
key attributes contain four categories; use and activities, comfort 
and images, sociability and access and linkages. The intangible 
qualities are qualitative and the measurable data are quantitative 
aspects that can be measured by statistics or research (PPS).
Place Diagram l Source: pps.org l
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The next section contains a detailed look as to how PPS has 
applied the place diagram to identify some of the greatest pub-
lic spaces in the world. That being in Kyojima, Japan and Las 
Ramblas, Barcelona.
4.3 Use and Activities 
Activities are what gives character to place and attracts move-
ment of people in a particular place. The more the activities is 
concentrated in one place the more the opportunity for social 
and commercial interaction. A traditional gathering or any form 
of celebrations heightens public curiosity, encourages people 
to go and see what is happening there. Children automatically 
are attracted to environments where there is a buzz of activ-
ity (Gehl, 1987). In a streetscape there could be living, rest-
ing, chatting, workings, trading, playing, etc., taking place. The 
problems may arise in terms of who owns and manages the 
infrastructure where all these activities take place. It is here 
that people come to see and be seen, people most often go 
to bars, restaurants and eateries not only for consumption, but 
the social experience as well.
KYOJIMA
Japan
KYOJIMA
Japan LAS RAMBLAS
Spain
LAS RAMBLAS
Spain
Congestion along a main thor-
oughfare heightens the opportu-
nity for chance encounters
High density results in 
the concentration of ac-
tivities. Useful to create 
public curiosity
4.4 Sociability
Social cohesion is achieved through activities and encounters, 
the streetscape when carefully planned, has the potential to 
transform into a stage for business interactions, relationships, 
friendship an even love. Public utilities cause people to get to-
gether to work, clean, wash, chat, play, debate, etc. More like a 
public forum. Building thresholds have a role to play, by being 
semi-private, it allows people to approach a building’s façade 
without the fear of being an intruder, that way cooperation be-
tween neighbours and public is well is forged.
Communal  public utilities can be 
vital for building accountability, 
pride and  responsibility amongst 
citizens in a community Public Furniture encourage people to 
stop and meditate about the form of a 
building amongst other things
An obstruction like a vending kiosk 
can control movement on the streets
The placement of an element as 
insignificant as a pedestal can 
have  a significant impact on 
space and the way it is used and 
experienced.
Kyojima l Source: Google Earth l Kyojima. Diversity of Streets l Source: pps.org lLas Ramblas l Source: Google Earth l
Public Seating at Las Ramblas l Source: pps.org l
Vending Kios on streets of Las Ramblas l Source: pps.org l
Communal Water Point l Source: pps.org l
Streets of Kyojima l Source: pps.org l
Las Ramblas Promenade l Source: pps.org l
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KYOJIMA
Japan
KYOJIMA
Japan
LAS RAMBLAS
Spain
LAS RAMBLAS
Spain
4.6 Comfort & Image
Creating comfort and image means producing a sensual and 
aesthetic appeal; aesthetics being derived from the locals’ 
technology and resources at hand, by either looking at the ver-
nacular or main stream trends of society, be it in fashion, music, 
film or art, wherever creativity can be drawn from; an image 
that will give place an identity and people will be able to re-
late to the surroundings. Sensual experiences of the site hinge 
on safety, cleanliness and hygiene (Considering that children 
will be playing around.) enabling people to leisurely traverse 
through the neighbourhoods in preferably compact areas, har-
monious street spaces where there is a sense of security and 
well-being.
4.5 Access & Linkage
According to Dewar and Uytenbogaardt, 1(995,:28); the effec-
tiveness of the streetscape is dependent on the “continuity of 
the line -the degree to which it ties a number of local communi-
ties together...the more continuous the route -the more local 
communities it integrates -the greatest its structural power, de-
fine in terms of its ability to attract intensive activities, and the 
more complex the pattern of activity along it becomes.” 
It is in the connection of spaces/places that public life takes 
place, I could go further to say that within these zones of con-
nection is where cultures are enacted (Dewar & Uytenbogaardt, 
1995, p20). The boundaries of these zones are both physical 
(defined by geography) or metaphysical (defined by sub cul-
tures). Redefining the streets means questioning the use of 
the pavement prioritizing accessibility between the humans 
and motor vehicles. Pedestrians need to have social ameni-
ties within walking distance if this is to be achieved, otherwise 
the strategy will be nullified if they resort to cars. Often a main 
thoroughfare creates continuity within a community by linking 
spaces together.
 “You can judge the accessibility of a place by its connections to 
its surroundings, both visual and physical. A successful public 
space is easy to get to and get through; it is visible both from a 
distance and up close.” (PPS)
High density results in 
the concentration of ac-
tivities. Useful to create 
public curiosity
Kyojima l Source: Google Earth l
Kyojima l Source: Mechanics l
Kyojima Narrow Streets l Source: pps.org l
Las Ramblas l Source: Google Earth l
Las Ramblas Street Sections l Source: Year of the Dragon l
Las Ramblas l Source: pps.org l
Las Ramblas l Source: pps.org lKyojima Back Alleys l Source: pps.org l
The streets are so narrow that there is no 
space for cars and pavements. That way the  
in- and outdoor spaces are intergrated. Diverse and flexible images
the intermediate space between public and pivate 
(Threshold) heightens a sense of security. 
The main thoroughfare is a promenade flanked 
by vehicular routes on both sides. this prom-
enade connects the city’s plazas. 
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4.7 Conclusion
Having drawn from the experiences and energies of Kyojima, 
Las Ramblas and Champs Elysee on the effectiveness of street 
planning, the next chapter’s purpose is to incorporate the plan-
ning of places of transit (Transit Spaces) with architecture.
05 TRANSIT SPACES
Streets are linear networks of transportation and connectivity of 
places, different forms of energies are transported through plac-
es, along the way this energy could dissipates, either through 
a lifeless terrain or it could build up where there is a concentra-
tion of social activities. The energies are interchanged or trans-
ferred from one space to another. Public spaces are dynamic 
and never remain the same and one can never anticipate what 
the outcome of events can be in a streetscape.  To control the 
public domain, architects often resort to placing objects to ob-
struct the flow of movement and activities, that way forcing en-
counters between people and buildings.  
Architects are trained to programme spaces that are generally 
intended to be occupied by humans in a motionless state.
A building will be designed with different rooms, each having 
its own specificities. The rooms are separated and intercon-
nected by means of transit spaces such as passages, corri-
dors, lobbies or communal spaces where most of the motion 
takes place.
A room usually has a centre of focus or possesses elements 
that keep its users preoccupied when in them. It is well ex-
pected to have a bed in a bedroom because people sleep in a 
bedroom, with the bed could be a desk for studying and work-
ing. Likewise a lounge has couches for sitting and watching 
TV and a theatre has a stage for performances and seats for 
viewing.  These spaces are meant to be experienced mainly in 
a static position either through sitting, laying or standing. It is 
very seldom that spaces are programmed primarily for motion, 
unless it is the design of an exhibition space. The precedent 
study later in this chapter will explore how a design of an exhi-
bition space can accommodate for motion.
Functionalism is best defined by a fixed programme and it is 
not very that we find buildings that accommodate a flexible 
programme that will respond to random activities. Our percep-
tion of space is an image of a still world animated by human 
activities, only by being static and through slow motion can we 
best meditate on the sculptural depth and forms of architecture. 
(Schwarzer, 2004).  In the book, Mitchell Schwarzer displays 
how buildings are perceived in motion by referring back to the 
traditional perceptions of architecture in stating that “The way 
the form of a building causes a person to move his eyes or 
head influences how he feels about the building; architectural 
aesthetics equates with the steady or monotonous feeling of 
horizontal lines, the rise and fall of verticals, the complex dy-
namics of diagonals and spirals.”
But when viewing this in motion, depending on the speed, this 
image is either blurred or the passerby does not have the time 
to stop and focus at periodic intervals along the way.
People in Sitting Room l Source: x5dj.com l
Motion Blur l Source: SamsHabeby l
Ronchamp by Le Corbusier l Source: Wikimedia l
Experiencing Architec-
ture in a State of Motion
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In the public domain, the streetscape is created by the build-
ing’s or collection of buildings’ facade that run along the length 
of the road. As striking as the facades’ design might be, its 
primary function is to create the distinction between indoors 
and outdoors and it also serves as a buffer for noise, weather, 
pollution and unwanted guests. When a person walks along 
the building’s face on a street, there is a sense of being sepa-
rated from the programme that lies on the opposite side of the 
wall. For this reason there is very little interaction between the 
pedestrian and the buildings apart from recognizing the exist-
ence of the structure. The programme of the building remains a 
different entity to that of the public spaces, one could say that 
public spaces are non-programmatic because you could not 
really anticipate what will be happening in them.
Transit spaces suggests that the surrounding buildings should 
do more than just framing the public realm, there needs to be 
a constant dialogue between the inside and the outdoor pub-
lic spaces so that continuity and fluidity of space and activ-
ity is heightened, the internal programme needs to be in dia-
logue with external activities and share the opportunities of 
the streets. This way the owners of buildings in and around a 
public space develop a sense of responsibility over the pub-
lic environment, hence the buildings in and around the public 
spaces become more interactive and no longer perceived as 
mere objects (Schwarzer, 2004).
Transit space is experienced through random activity and 
movements which are not programmed for.  Encounters with 
buildings in public spaces are brief and often occur subcon-
sciously. As a pedestrian walks through the streetscape, he ei-
ther briefly occupies different spots of the spaces or he simply 
passes through. In this case there is no chance to meditate on 
the architecture and the experience is by a periodic gaze of the 
buildings.  
Architecture is experienced through space or by quickening sensual appeal and visual percep-
tions, the aesthetic quality lies in the imagery of the context.  Along the journey, vantage points 
could be created to frame key points of interest; therefore the juxtaposition of buildings in rela-
tion to the public domain becomes critical.
Retail Side of Walter Sisulu Square of Dedication l Source: Author l Tate Modern Gallery l Source: davids-world.com l
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Speed becomes a factor in determining how long a subject 
looks at the view. The streetscape can be dominated by pedes-
trians, but motor vehicles, mainly in the form of public trans-
portation (in the context of this research), is given secondary 
status on the road, the roads are user friendly and speed is 
minimized to give emphasis to the person. 
Nonetheless, motor vehicles move at a faster pace than the 
human being, the experience of architecture in this case be-
comes distorted and the details of a building are less important 
as it cannot be focused on at high speeds (Schwarzer, 2004). 
In the transient spaces, especially when experienced in a mo-
tor vehicle, the body is closed off from the surroundings and 
architecture is perceived through visual stimulation alone (Gib-
son, 1950 cited by Schwarzer, 2004). Schwarzer, 2004, p72 
describes that “viewing architecture from an automobile lies in 
such metamorphoses, which can seem like the transformation 
of mass into energy.”  This view becomes a continuous band of 
linear horizontal motion that flashes past your eyes. A building 
is viewed in a moment, in a snap shot. There is no notion of 
composition; of balance, unity, grouping and isolation or shad-
ows. The different components of the landscape are patched in 
a strip of infrastructure.
The Caltrans District 7 Building by Thom Mayne exemplifies the 
aesthetics of motion. The building is reminiscent of the scenes 
of an architectural landscape when seen at night through the 
windows of a car moving at high velocity. 
Motion Blur l Source: Official Station l Clatrans District 7 by Morphosis l Source: Morphopedia l
An aesthetic representa-
tion derived from the mo-
tion of cars on the high-
way at night.
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5.1 Precedent Study: De Young Museum
The De Young Museum by Herzog & De Meuron exemplifies a 
structure that succeeded in creating spaces for people that are 
constantly on the move, yet it does not take on the character-
istics of high speed motion as it is a museum where mobility is 
rather slow and leisurely, nevertheless the space is meant to be 
experienced in motion.
The juxtaposition of diverse artefacts and different exhibitions 
provides the similar complexity to that of grouping different pro-
grams together and integrating the public and private uses of 
spaces. This complexity is echoed by Herzog & De Meuron, 
2008, pp90; when they say that “The interaction between in-
side and outside creates an unusual interplay between perceiv-
er and perceived, between object and subject.” This research 
looks into ways of transforming the building in a public space 
from just being a frame; an object, into an interactive compo-
nent of the surrounding environment.
The design developed from three bands of buildings which had 
courtyards cut along the internal and external circulation spac-
es; opening it out towards the park in an articulated gesture of 
a pavilion. Likewise, the park also flows into the museum.
In as much as the architects of the De Young Museum tried 
to incorporate a public and private environment into an urban 
context, the building is still predominantly an enclosed struc-
ture, yet the De Young museum is a good point of departure in 
exploring the possibilities of designing a space that has both 
programmatic and non-programmatic features. The program-
matic being the functionalism of a room or space and the non-
programmatic is for the flexible spaces that accommodates 
random activities.
Exhibition rooms are located at the lower level around interior 
courtyards which links the internal space with the outside en-
vironment. The twisting tower accommodates an educational 
programme (Arpa, 2009).
The aim of this project is to have a public space that will work 
with the surrounding buildings to form a homogenous struc-
ture. The different components such as the road, the buildings, 
public utilities and landscaping will have to work together to 
form a unified whole. In as much as it will be perceived as one 
structure it still has to maintain day lighting, be open to the ele-
ments and be accessible to cars, people and goods. That is the 
challenge of such an intervention.
1
2
3
4
De Young Museum Perspective l Source: Michael Layefsky l
Interior l Source: Edlifeguarg09 l
Court Yard Space l Source: Edlifeguarg09 l
Public-Private Interaction
l Source: Edlifeguarg09 l
The Art Gallery l Source: De Young Museum l
De Young Museum Interior l Source: AVCr8teur l
Design Development l Source: Herzog & De Meuron, 2009 l
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Ground Floor plan l Source: Herzog & De Meuron, 2009 l First Floor plan l Source: Herzog & De Meuron, 2009 l
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06 UPGRADING OF INFORMAL
 SETTLEMENTS
In the informal settlements private life spills out into the streets 
mainly because most houses are too small to accommodate 
social activities. Most of the life is enacted outside of the home. 
The dense settings forces interaction with the surroundings 
and the proximity to neighbours and social services promote 
pedestrianized streets. Naturally speaking, the informal settle-
ment is a ground suitable for this research. As it was mentioned 
earlier, when designing in the informal settlements the issues 
surrounding settlement upgrade will most likely be raised.
The SA Statistics: 2001 Census established that informality is 
on the rise in South Africa, more and more people are resorting 
to life in the informal settlements. Developing informality gives 
rise to complications and constraints that calls for new strate-
gies in solving the problem of the informal settlements. The 
Upgrading of Informal Settlement Policy came into existence 
in 2004, ever since there have been challenges in implement-
ing them because the urban environment sector has failed to 
understand, not just its relevance, but its applications (Poulsen, 
Personal Communication). In the words of Huchzermeyer, 
2006, there are “inconsistencies between informal settlement 
reality and perceptions that dominate intervention. This incon-
sistency is mirrored in the discrepancy between progressive 
national policy and technocratic local government practice in 
Gauteng Province.”
Recognizing informal settlements is a complicated task. Most 
often the status of the people living in informal settlements, their 
building practices and the exploitation of services by locals in in-
formal settlements is illegal. Government and the private sector 
may find it hard to invest in such conditions. These settlements 
are as a result of back-fired strategies of resolving the housing 
backlog in South Africa. They have evolved into townships and 
occasionally it happens that migrants use informal settlements 
as dormitory towns because it offers them access to the city. 
Due to rapid urbanization and especially in a post-colonial city, 
one needs to take into consideration the rate at which cities 
are being reclaimed by those who were once deprived from 
benefitting of the economy of the city. There are those groups 
of people who have voluntarily reclaimed and inhabited parts of 
the city. Technically this is termed as squatting.
 
These spaces were not allocated to them (Desai & Pillai, 1991, 
p.12), often leading to misappropriation, misuse, conflicts and 
ambiguity of space; these factors result of this is the urbaniza-
tion of poverty. This phenomenon has led to the complexities 
of street vendors, hawkers, environmental pollution, hobos 
(homelessness), crime, erosion of green belts, disease, dirt, 
beggars and urban decay; all these being acts that disregard 
urban policies. Lefebvre terms this informal way of reclaiming 
the city as “the right to the city” (Neuwurth, 2005, p.311), mean-
ing that they are forced to migrate to the city because of a feel-
ing of being sidelined by society, as well as the need to benefit 
from the economy of the city. Urbanization has immensely im-
pacted the city, through the cross pollination of cultures, in the 
process contributing to the rising tide of globalization.
Precarious settlements are a result of modern day urbaniza-
tion. Built up areas and cities cannot cater for everyone leaving 
many to live on the outskirts of the city. Squatter camps, typical 
of the South African context, are different to other fringe cities 
in other parts of the world. Most of these South African settle-
ments do not have a nucleus. There is nothing that ties the 
community together or gives them a sense of belonging. This 
group of people lives in temporary shelters with the expecta-
tion of future relocation into new communities and homes, but 
in most of these cases they have never been accounted for by 
the authorities.
The Upgrading of informal Settlements policy’s innovation and 
at the same time curse lies in its visionary ideology of upgrad-
ing without necessarily erasing the character of the place. This 
is again a key objective that this particular research tries to 
achieve. The strategy is not to upgrade the entire area but de-
velop a model for informal settlement upgrade within the area 
in question by drawing inspiration from the existing fabric, so-
cial relations, local tactility and informal patterns.
The new policies which were established in 2004 contains pro-
gressive planning principles because the nature of life forms 
in informal settlements is different to that of the urban areas. 
Huchzermeyer, 2006; writes that “…this form of land occupation 
is driven by human needs, rather than the market processes 
that determine formal urban development patterns.” Therefore 
planning and eventually designing needs to run along the lines 
of human infrastructure as discussed in the early chapter. That 
implies causing minimal changes to the existing fabric when 
developing an urban framework that will correspond to societal 
norms and preserve existing networks and relations.
According to Huchzermeyer, 2006; the struggle for implemen-
tation of progressive government policies in upgrading of infor-
mal settlements is that perceptions need to be changed and 
the urban development sector needs to be educated on in situ 
upgrade for human settlements. She believes that, “As much 
as the unplanned settlements must be recognised as a benign 
expression of human need, community organisation in South 
African ‘informal’ settlements must also be recognised as a pri-
marily human endeavour.” Which calls for understanding and 
cooperation with local communities.
The other problem is that Informal settlements have a negative 
connotation. They are associated with crime, poverty, AIDS, 
poor hygiene, unregulated process of construction and dwell-
ings which do not take into consideration the environment and 
other people. Settlements are haphazard, roads and alleys 
are too narrow and too congested for service vehicles, mean-
ing that the public environment will be hard to be maintained 
(Silverman, Personal Communication). My justification is that 
there is a need for an innovative approach to shape the cities of 
tomorrow. It will also be beneficial because it will go a long way 
in solving the problems of urbanization in the big cities. 
“Making place is not just about physical creation and de-
struction; it is also about observation, narrative, associa-
tion, and ritual. Inevitably, a discussion of place reveals 
mythologies about the ways we have made and enacted 
the built environment. And such a discussion invokes a 
fiction more real, as it were, than any available reality—a 
conflicting simultaneity of archetypes, models, ideals, and 
performative tactics.” (Wortham-Glavin, 2008, p32)
It is from this standpoint that I strongly believe in developing the 
informal rather than “formalizing” it. Formalizing implies the re-
structuring of a rigid pattern onto the existing context, which is 
undoubtedly a necessity for connectivity, orientation and practi-
cality of servitudes (Codina, 2005), but it also needs to yield to 
the people’s needs and conditions.
In my opinion the reason for the difficulty in solving the prob-
lems associated with informal settlements is due to inadequate 
application of architectural solutions to the process of upgrade. 
For example here in South Africa we treat upgrade quantita-
tively, upgrade is measured by the kilometers of roads laid, 
how many people have access to services and the number of 
housing built, but the quality of such edifices are not taken into 
consideration. A balance needs to be struck between qualita-
tive and quantitative aspects of place.
Another reason as to why place is not given much attention 
in the upgrading of informal settlements in South Africa is that 
upgrade considers the most basic of human needs that is ful-
filled by housing (Housing Act, No. 107 of 1997). The housing 
act further states that housing developments need to have “ac-
cess to economic opportunities, and to health, educational and 
social amenities”.  Housing takes centre stage in settlement 
upgrade, it the most essential phase of the process of upgrade. 
Therefore the house needs to find its place in this discourse, in 
terms of its modes of operation and relationship with the com-
munity and public.
6.1 Why Housing?
One of the social actions that can be instrumental in shaping 
a new form of urbanism is to not separate the social activi-
ties of living and working (Alexander, 1977,pp.52). This goes a 
long way in also achieving the upgrading of informal settlement 
objective of empowerment of communities through social and 
economic development and social capital.
Alexander (1978) takes a look at the way society has been 
organized and how planning has shaped the ritual of city dwell-
ers. The neighbourhoods during the day are sterile places and 
those that occupy that place during the day are detached from 
the hustle and bustle of life. Most often in a society women are 
the ones who find themselves having to deal this passive role.
I have drawn inspiration from principles of Social Housing, but 
the intention of this project is NOT to provide social housing, 
even if that had been the goal there would be complications as 
strategies of in situ upgrade and preserving local materials and 
practices are not attractive to social housing institutions. There-
fore social housing will be a complex issue in these settings.
One of the requirements that qualify people for social housing 
and is an important principle in the context of this research is 
the one which targets “Persons requiring short-term accommo-
dation such as vendors and others who sell produce in urban 
areas and who cannot afford to return nightly to their perma-
nent residence in far-flung townships” (Social Housing Policy, 
2003:10).
There is also a Social Housing principle that corresponds to 
this particular target person. What this means is that instead 
of people leaving their place to go to where the commercial 
streets are, rather bring the opportunities of the streets closer 
to them. This policy suggests that social housing “Must sup-
port the economic development of low income communities 
by ensuring that they are close to job opportunities, markets 
and transport and by stimulating job opportunities to emerging 
entrepreneurs in the housing services and construction indus-
tries.” (Social Housing Policy, 2003:6).
A live and work situation can help in boosting the productivity of 
dwellers and their environment, so that instead of looking to go 
out of the community for work, they can remain and help sup-
port their own environments, and at the same time developing 
themselves as individuals
This strategy of social and economic growth is beneficial for 
local citizens and not necessarily for clients because the client 
does not get a return on investment as the goal is to provide the 
community with enough resources to empower themselves and 
alleviate poverty in their environments. In the Social Housing 
Policy which was drafted in July of 2003, it was established that 
affordable housing projects are unattractive to ordinary market 
forces because investment return is calculated in its social im-
pact of the projects, the objectives of social housing companies 
are not profit orientated; their priority is to provide the city with 
sustainable housing. Operational surpluses of social housing 
institutions must be reinvested in new social housing projects. 
This goes a long way in promoting financial sustainability.
In situ upgrade is the most suitable strategy for upgrading of 
informal settlements, placemaking WITHIN the informal set-
tlements, suggests that in situ upgrade will best suit this op-
eration. Part 3 of the National Housing Code of 2009 justifies 
in situ upgrade by cautioning that there will be some notable 
problems when it comes to temporarily relocating people with-
out disrupting social cohesion. The policy warns that relocation 
“is often a source of conflict, further dividing and fragmenting 
already vulnerable communities.” For that to be achieved local 
community or even civil society organizations needs to be in-
volved in helping out with carrying out of a census to determine 
who owns property, who is renting and  number of households 
being uprooted amongst other things. The other problem is 
dealing with land-use and property value.
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6.2 Precedent Study: Quinta Monroy
Elemental was commissioned by the Chilean government to 
re-settle 100 families in the same settlement, located in Iquique 
on the fringe of the city, that they had illegally occupied for over 
30 years.
This project serves as an example into how architecture can 
overcome poverty. Subsidized housing is said to be of little 
value, but due to the problems of housing deficit in many coun-
tries a lot of money is required to house the poor, therefore 
subsidized housing is the way forward. Elemental have experi-
mented in ways to increase value of a home without having 
to increase subsidies. They claimed to have achieved this by 
doubling the value of the building.
93 Houses were built on 5052m² of land. Houses were built 
to be flexible with the possibility of future growth, which would 
take place at the owner’s discretion. The existing structures 
are designed to facilitate expansion and growth. Occupants 
use their own materials and equipment to extend the homes, 
thereby they infuse their character and identity into the design 
of the building.
The buildings are grouped in such a manner that a community 
building courtyard space is created.
Initial houses stand at 36m², expanding to 70m² after exten-
sion. Initial duplexes stand at 25m², expanding to 72m² after 
extension. The final design was a series of row housing which 
enabled them to house 66 families, Elemental worked out that 
isolated housing was inefficient for the land-use; they could 
only house 30 families that way. The Row housing enabled 
them to maximize land use, to do so; the width of the stands 
was reduced to the width of the house which has only one room 
on floor plan.
Denser housing enabled the architects to efficiently use land, 
but efficiency compromised privacy, because once the house is 
extended the circulation has to be done through one room, and 
the new addition means that light and ventilation to the previ-
ous room is blocked. Nonetheless, they were able to maximize 
land-use through density.
Initial Occupancy Phase of the Housing Project                          
l Source: Radioblog.files.wordpress.com l
Building’s Transformation
l Source: Radioblog.files.wordpress.com l
Design Development l Source: archurbanist.blogspot.com l
Ground Floor Plan
l Source: plataformaarquitectura.cl l
First Floor Plan
l Source: plataformaarquitectura.cl l
Elevation l Source: plataformaarquitectura.cl l
Section l Source: plataformaarquitectura.cl l
This research has gone on a whole journey of exploration into 
township life and its urban structure, and drawn from one of its 
strongest social and structural elements; the street. Gehl, 1987 
writes that, “First life, then spaces, then buildings – the oth-
er way around never works.” I have adopted this statement 
in the way I have approached my research. The architecture 
becomes a result of a process of social and spatial investiga-
tions of the context.
Having synthesized the issues and constraints to make the 
design site specific and responsive to context, the resulting 
architecture looks at how to interweave human and physical 
infrastructure by designing for transit spaces. When designing 
for motion it is important to note what one sees, what the ex-
perience is, what are the tendencies of people passing through 
and how a stationary person (like vendors) controls the move-
ment of those passing by.
An architecture that occurs within a public realm is an archi-
tecture that continuously evolves because the public domain 
is fluid and flexible, it changes with time. The architect’s role 
within the context of this discourse is to translate the practices 
of society into an architectural language and canalize such 
practice into the urban environment, to provide infrastructure 
to support public (outdoor) and private (Indoor) activities, and 
ensure that the energy of the urbanity is transferred into struc-
tural elements and given physical representation. Further, the 
architect’s role is to ensure that such practices are within legal 
and statutory frameworks and where possible proposes inno-
vations. When designing place the architect should keep an 
eye out for, and be conscious, of signs of change and new 
trends in the community, and from there use the pattern lan-
guage of the locality to enhance, celebrate, commemorate and/
or beautify the area.
For this level of interaction to emerge the inner spatial quali-
ties must connect with and make outdoor spaces sociable and 
encourage spontaneous occurrences (Gehl, 1987). But there 
are constraints such as government policies and market driven 
planning strategies which do not recognize informal settlements 
as a natural occurrence of urbanity that simply needs to be 
enhanced; obviously this has to be done in spite  of the many 
challenges such as poverty, unstable communities, existing 
built infrastructure, situation and site factors, and generally the 
lack of application of progressive thinking in the urban devel-
opment sector on issues of future cities and new urbanization 
trends (Huchzermeyer, 2006). These aspects, once applied 
07 CONCLUSION to a design, limit and impact the form and the building model, eventually the final product is a reflection of who its citizens are (Vickers, 1998).
Wortham-Glavin (2008:33) discusses New England’s search for 
an identity by raising the notion that the image of one’s self lies 
in the reflection of the surrounding environment. In the informal 
settlement this notion suggests that such people are bound by 
the social ills of the precarious settlements they inhabit. There-
fore this project aims to expxlore the possibility of reproducing, 
through architecture, this image that best reflects those who in-
habit the locality, in both a sensual and aesthetic manner. This 
theoretical standpoint enforces the idea of the links between 
the environment and those that are a product of it.
Reflection of One’s Self l Source : Wits BAS Hons Class 2009 l 
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The architecture needs to retain the spirit of place that lies in 
the tactility of the area reflected in the self-made structures by 
retaining elements of the existing fabric and the memory of 
the past (Prins, 2003, p12 cited by Wits Architecture Honours 
Class).  I support the view that “the intention should not be to 
copy the past, but rather to help formulate guidelines for devel-
opment that suggests what concepts can be borrowed from the 
old and which elements of the existing can be re-interpreted 
so that the historical context is recreated in a contemporary 
way and the significance of that which is to be conserved, en-
hanced.” (Prins, 2003, p10 cited by Wits Architecture Honours 
Class).
This notion is reminiscent of the Kolumba Museum by Peter 
Zumthor or Caixa Forum by Herzog & De Meuron where they 
successfully blended contemporary and heritage architecture.
Local tradition is preserved at street level and modernity rises 
from the upper levels.
Environments are distinct because groups of people are dif-
ferent; the development of human beings is a social process 
dependent on the surrounding social order (Alexander, 1977, 
p8). The order in the informal settlements in the South African 
landscape was imposed almost accidentally or was unplanned 
for. Informal settlements in South Africa emerged as temporary 
shelters for the housing backlog, these environments are not 
conducive enough for the development of the social self when 
amongst other things there are no proper sanitary facilities, 
open sewers, poverty and neglect, resulting in a group of peo-
ple with no pride and lacking self-esteem. Despite the condi-
tions there is a buzz of social activities in the alleys, streets and 
yards. The majority of people in informal settlements are with-
out an urban history due to segregation planning techniques of 
the colonial and apartheid regime, so it is quite remarkable to 
see how they have reinvented the public domain through the 
ways they enact their social activities in the outdoor spaces.
Encounters with buildings in public spaces are brief and sub-
conscious. As a pedestrian walks through the streetscape, he 
either briefly inhabits the spaces or he simply passes bye. In 
this case there is no chance to meditate on the architecture and 
the experience is by a periodic gaze of the buildings.  This is 
where theatricals could come into play, by raising awareness 
of the surroundings. Earlier it was discussed that infrastruc-
ture only becomes visible once things break down (Star and 
Ruhleder, 1996 cited in Mark et al 2009). Aesthetics quality can 
be drawn from the once fragmented environment by distorting 
the mass, shapes and materials to mimic the haphazard pat-
terns and rawness synonymous to the fabric of the informal 
settlements. The pedestrian is captivated so that whenever he 
passes through, the architectural forms trigger his conscious-
ness and memories of the past.
7.1 Interweaving Human & Physical Infrastructure
Human infrastructure is visible when things fall apart (Star and 
Ruhleder, 1996 cited in Mark et al, 2009), in this run down so-
ciety the constraints are clear and visible, and it is these con-
straints which will define the limitation of the design, space and 
programme.
The modern home provides more than just function to a house-
hold, it is more than just a shelter, the household is where chil-
dren are raised, it is a platform for economic production and the 
main place in society where humans consume products (Havi-
land, 2003). The informal houses do not transcend the level of 
basic shelter; the houses are only fit for eating and sleeping. 
A TV, which is the only form of entertainment in most cases 
fits in between these two rooms.  The shelters are too small 
to accommodate any other activities, which is why the public 
domain in the form of the courtyard and the street becomes 
a very important element for future development. It becomes 
an extension of the house and provides public utilities such 
as communal water points for drinking, washing and bathing 
within the yard, and commerce along the streets. It is this re-
lationship between the streets and the home’s threshold that 
makes the house an integral part of the programme.
Ultimately the outcome of this research will result in a project 
that will pull together a strip of the road, with surrounding build-
ings and outdoor human activities into one form. Unlike the 
De Young Museum which is essentially a building, this project 
aims to  achieve a  form that incorporates the street, buildings 
and people into one infrastructure that borders along the line of 
indoors-outdoors, open-closed and public-private. 
7.2 Closing Remark
Street Envelope pulls together the energy of the street combin-
ing it with architecture to create a continous linear band of  a 
uniform fabric that incorporates the different aspects of a het-
erogeneous urban landscape into one single entity.
The proposed design project for such an intervention will take 
the form of  a micro-community defined by a continuous band 
of social & physical infrastructure. It looks at the interaction and 
interchange between the public domain (predominantly the 
street in the context of this research) and architecture, the re-
sulting idea is a representation and re-imagination of the social 
and economic interchange and overspill prevalent within the 
dense fabric of the informal settlements.
Urban landscapes are heterogeneous in their nature. The 
street envelope encapsulates the street and buildings into a 
homogenous form, homogeneity heightens the sense of inter-
dependence, necessary for social cohesion that goes a long 
way in promoting social and economic development.  Findings 
of the research offer progressive concepts to respond to new 
policies of informal settlements upgrade, by  stating that for 
upgrade to be successful development needs to run along hu-
man needs portrayed by the social organizations that lies in the 
midst of the informal patterns..  
Houses Built between the 30’s & 50’s
l Source : Wits BAS Hons Class 2009 l    
Kolumba Museum l Source : danda.be l    
Caixa Forum l Source : adaptivereuse.net l    
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PART 2KLIPTOWN, SOUTH AFRICA
THE INVISIBLE ENVELOPE IN TOWNSHIP LIFE
organic spatial inclusion
l Source : Wits BAS Hons Class 2009 l 
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2.1.1 History
Kliptown has historical significance within the South African 
context. In 1955 it was the location where 3000 delegates 
and 7000 spectators converged to draft the Freedom Charter, 
which is the basis for today’s constitution (Davie and Alexan-
der, 2005). People who took part in the gathering were ANC 
stalwarts such as Nelson Mandela, Walter & Albertina Sisulu, 
Adelaide Tambo, and other anti-apartheid movements and par-
ties.
01 SETTING
Freedom Charter Pamphlet l Source : sahistory.org l    
This act of defiance was not well received by the apartheid 
regime who quickly sent an intervention unit to break up the 
gathering, forcing some delegates into hiding in shops and 
neighbouring houses. The presence of the authority did not de-
ter their determination and the charter was adopted.
Kliptown is located near Soweto, 40km south of Johannesburg. 
It came into existence in 1903, long before Soweto, when a 
pneumonic plague broke out in the “Coolie” community; the 
population of this community was evacuated to Kliptown. The 
camp accommodated mainly Indians and blacks, and a few 
hundred coloureds. It gradually grew into a multi-cultural town. 
In this area Indians and blacks could own property as it fell 
outside the jurisdiction of the Johannesburg City Council until 
1970. It was only until 1957 when Kliptown was proclaimed a 
white group area and properties were expropriated by the West 
Rand Administration Board (Davies, 2005.)JHB Locality Map
The township spreads out from the intersection of Union and 
Beacon road, with no apparent boundaries. Back in those days 
it even attracted white, Chinese and foreign residents, busi-
ness men and traders.  Kliptown was also home to Nelson & 
Winnie Mandela, Gerald Sekoto and Eva Mokoka, who lived 
there until sometime in 2009 and runs the SKY Youth Centre 
with her son. She is the recipient of the order of Baobab for her 
contribution to community development. 
The Square is split in two, the west side 
is used for functions, it represents func-
tions of freedom and equality. The east 
celebrates democracy and is represented 
by public furniture in the form of Xs 
where people can sit and trade.
Retail and a multipurpose hall has been 
allocated on the building strip to the 
north, to the south is the market and 
hotel. The Iconic freedom Charter Monu-
ment sits at the middle of the square.
The area came into prominence in 2002 
during an international design competition 
to erect a national monument. The com-
petition was won by Johannesburg-based 
architects Studiomas. 
The square is an expression of the Free-
dom Charter.
Walter Sisulu Square of Dedication l Source : Studiomas l 
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2.1.2 Target Area
The area of focus, often referred to as “the op-
posite end of the railway lines”, is situated to the 
west of the Freedom Charter Square and lies 
between the railway lines to the east, and the 
Klipspruit River to the west. The railway line is 
the line where development around the square 
stops. Those living on the opposite end feel they 
have been left out of future developments. The 
new housing blocks, market place, hotel, taxi 
rank and shops is of no benefit to them. One of 
the voices of Kliptown exclaimed: “Do we sleep 
in taxi’s? Do we wash in taxis? Do we brush our 
teeth in a taxi?” An expression that suggests 
that housing is the most basic necessity for the 
development of the area. A remark indicative of 
their frustrations of not benefitting from the sur-
rounding developments.
The area is enclosed by three buffers; a hazardous railway line 
that separates it from the square to the east; there is a river to 
the west that almost intersects with railway line at the southern 
tip of the township. To the north is the Dhlamini Bridge. The 
feeling of being enclosed, exclusion and neglect is very evident 
in the informal settlement itself.
Old dilapidated buildings dating back from the 1930s line up 
the dusty extension of Union Road, the spaces between such 
buildings are filled with clusters of backyard shacks that ex-
pand in every direction.
These houses have no water-borne sewerage and still use the 
bucket system (Thale, 2002). The spaces between them are so 
narrow that cars cannot pass through them. A lot of the path-
ways reek of open sewers. Portable toilets line up the streets 
as there is no proper sanitary facilities.
At one point a donkey cart cut around the corner, a stark reflec-
tion that not much development has taken place in the area for 
decades.
SITE BUFFERS
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2.1.3 Future Development Plans
Today the area is under The Greater Kliptown Framework de-
velopment Plan. Stands are owned by both the Provincial Gov-
ernment and the Local Authority. It has been zoned for housing, 
parks and possibly urban agriculture around the reed beds.
It is said that an area becomes attractive for development when 
it has a connection with the larger world. If this is possible it will 
increase growth and cross border trade (Judin & Vladislavic, 
1998, p77). If they don’t offer to global opportunities, the locality 
could collapse (Judin & Vladislavic, 1998, p174). That connec-
tion could be economic trade network or even social relation 
(ethnic, religious, etc.). Kliptown has great economic history 
and potential. In a press release, one of the voices of Klip-
town claimed that: “People come and buy here to go and sell in 
Soweto, in Freedom Park, Kliptown is like a mother town.”
Kliptown is situated in relation to the world of democracy and 
human rights. Today the place has been commemorated as a 
national monument and a heritage site. In doing so it has been 
placed on the global map as a must see tourist attraction in 
South Africa. Blue IQ describes it as: “a world-class tourist des-
tination and heritage site offering local and international visitors 
a unique experience,” Therefore this cause was enough to ne-
cessitate infrastructural development and upgrade of the area. 
As part of the Greater Kliptown Development Framework Plan, 
the informal settlement opposite the square still has enough to 
contribute to such a project by offering residential opportunities 
and leisure spaces that will continue the narrative of the Charter 
Square. The architecture of the housing must also maintain its 
heritage and reflect the historical background. Informal settle-
ments have become settings for a number of Hollywood block 
busters such as District 9 and Totsi (both shot in Kliptown).
Such movies never fail to exhibit the informality and intricacy 
of these settings as if there is something to be celebrated in 
them, but what these areas have to offer is something new, 
and one of the objectives of this research and project is how to 
best preserve that fabric and FEEL of the area and still be able 
to build on it.
This is why I stress that the bond between those that inhabit the 
area and the area itself needs to be understood and dealt with 
in an intricate manner. If it is necessary to relocate the current 
residents, then some will have to be retained in the area to 
preserve the character (Prins, 2003, cited by Wits Architecture 
Honours Class).
l Source : thecia.com.au l l Source : impawords.com l 
Zoning Scheme for the Kliptown Framework
l Source : Studiomas l    
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02 SITE ANALYSIS
PRINCIPLES
2.2.1 Site Selection
The site is a fenced off buffer strip sitting 
in between the square and the Charter 
Square informal settlement. Finding a 
site within the informal settlement is a 
complex issue because if the existing 
fabric has to be touched then the inter-
vention would have to cover the whole 
settlement, therefore making this buffer 
strip appropriate for development within 
the context.
The site has been zoned for residen-
tial purposes and possibly recreation 
and urban farming along the river bed. 
Across the railway lines it is mixed us-
age with a dominant commercial node 
that has been existing for decade. The 
Walter Sisulu Square of Dedication, 
Taxi rank and JOSHCO housing are 
recent developments.
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2.2.2 The Streets-The extension of the home
I have always been fascinated by the streets and the function of 
the street in the contemporary African landscape; it is a source 
of great opportunities. In my case the street is the desired ele-
ment for placemaking, ideal for such a context. 
“the public spaces are the places within which people expe-
rience city or town and engage, both formally and informally, 
in its collective life...when people are poor, the full range of a 
household’s needs cannot be met through the individual dwell-
ing which represents the locus of one family’s, by definition, 
limited resources. A significant part of their lives is played out in 
public space.” (Dewar & Uytenbogaardt, 1995, p9) 
Such is the nature of streets in the developing world, it be-
comes an extended domain of the home, and the threshold of 
the house becomes a public-private area. A new problem that 
can redefine the way we plan urban spaces. 
The network of the street is the main “geometric dimension” 
to generate an urban structure as a support mechanism for 
the activities of the community. (Dewar & uytenbogaardt, 1995, 
p22). It is along this linear network of movement that people 
transit, travel, play, trade, transport goods, etc… (Dewar & 
uytenbogaardt, 1995, p27). 
Streets need to attract activity. To achieve that they depende 
on volume of movement along the street which is affected by 
size of community through which it passes or which its tied to 
(Dewar & uytenbogaardt, 1995, p27). 
According to Dewar and Uytenbogaardt, 1995, p28; the effec-
tiveness of the streetscape is dependent on the “continuity of 
the line -the degree to which it ties a number of local communi-
ties together...the more continuous the route -the more local 
communities it integrates -the greatest its structural power, de-
fine in terms of its ability to attract intensive activities, and the 
more complex the pattern of activity along it becomes.” 
Station road is such a thoroughfare that has the capacity to be 
a structuring element. It is the linear connector that could po-
tentially tie a framework together, with the link (service roads) 
creating social and economic inclusion. Interventions will have 
to commence along those lines (Dewar & Uytenbogaardt, 
1995, p30).
View Down Station Road l Source : Author, 2009 l    
Close up of activities on Station Road l Source : Author, 2009 l    
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2.2.3 Streets for Connectivity
   
This paper often uses the term “linearity” to refer to streets; 
another term refers to the connection of these lines to form 
a linear network, the energy of the linear network merged 
with its qualities of being spatial connector makes the street 
a very vital part of the landscape. This breaking down of the 
place into zones helps in establishing a concise program with 
realistic goals. 
Coming back to the topic of upgrade, my program involves 
the relationship between housing (or buildings in the broader 
sense) and its connection to the urban fabric via the street-
scape (social, economic engine/support structure/ social in-
frastructure/public forum).
2.2.4 Street Threshold & Interface 
         
The point where the buildings actively in-
terplay with the environment is right on the 
street interface; at the threshold between 
public and private occurred (Dewar & 
Uytenbogaardt, 1995, 19). 
 This entails reinvestigating the purpose of 
the pavement and if it is necessary, espe-
cially in such a context where most people 
do not have private vehicles. It raises the 
probability of streets dominated by pedes-
trian movement and activity. 
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Station road is predominantly pedestrian as the majority of the 
population cannot afford private vehicles, the only cars that use 
this road are police vehicle, service vehicles and very few pri-
vate cars that pass by now and then. But it is very seldom to 
find vehicular traffic on the road.
Vehicles moving at high speed mainly impact the eastern side 
of the site. But this road has little effect on the site as there is 
already a buffer in the form of a railway line between the roads. 
Though this road is useful because it ties together the roads 
that borders along the length of the Walter Sisulu Square of 
Dedication.
The site is very close to the railway lines on the east 
and it could be a hazard to residents. The solution 
would be to erect a robust buffer wall that could re-
sist possible impact from a train collision.
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2.2.5 Streets as Defensible Spaces 
Communities do not have the means to maintain and develop 
public spaces around their homes, housing can be grouped 
in such a manner that residual spaces are minimized and the 
spaces in between buildings become defensible space for each 
micro-community or zones. The lesser the private spaces and 
the more the public/communal spaces the better it will be to 
maintain the environment. (Dewar & Uytenbogaardt, 1995, p9) 
The streets alone can become defensible spaces; the territory 
of this space is demarcated by the building interface on each 
plane of the road. 
By converting streets into defensible spaces (neighborhood 
watch and communal maintenance) you empower community 
and give them a sense of ownership over their piece of territory 
(Habraken, 1998, p126). This in turn gives them a sense of 
pride. They can control the space to ensure that it is not misap-
propriated or misused, thus retaining its true character. 
This will not mean that the streets are no go zones; it just 
means that there is a higher degree of security but at the same 
time enabling freedom of development along the lines of so-
cietal norms. From here it is possible that “territorial rules” for 
socializing and/or trading will emerge, hopefully if this were the 
case it will engender new forms of politics at community level, 
and even “informal” practices which could potentially be insti-
tutionalized. 
2.2.6 Building Heights 
“higher densities are necessary to reduce sprawl and exces-
sive commuting distances; to create the economic precondi-
tions small scale job generation; to achieve high levels of 
social service and thus to increase convenience; and to 
support efficient viable public transportation”  (Dewar & Uyten-
bogaardt, 1995, p56-57) 
Higher density of housing calls for vertical structures, but it is 
believed that low rise structures at human scale are better to 
ensure continuity of urban fabric. Therefore another challenge 
is to develop building heights that will maintain and not hinder 
interaction between human and supportive social structures. 03 UPGRADE STRATEGY
The adopted strategy is for the project to present itself as a 
model for upgrading within the area, it will take precedent 
from the existing social organization of the community in 
terms of family structure, spatial design and planning. As well 
as culture, tradition and lifestyle so that the infrastructure ac-
commodates for the level of living of this group of people.
It also provides transitional upgrade of the area by functioning 
as relocation accommodation for the population. It becomes 
a ground where the families will be resettled within the same 
settlement. Developers will be charged with the responsibility 
of managing the housing for the locals for a limited time until 
the upgrade phase in the area is complete. This process of 
transition and interchange will take place until the entire area 
has been upgraded. After the final stage, developers will be 
free to rent spaces out to the general public.
The goal is to cover the same density measures 
of the area being upgraded in the settlement 
so that the new project will accommodate the 
same number of household for the area being 
upgraded. 
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FIGURE GROUND
The figure ground and nolli map shows very 
little difference between built form and pub-
lic space. The amount of open space is al-
most proportional to building density. There 
is very little distinction between indoors and 
outdoors.
NOLLI MAP
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3.1.1  Site Factors
                 
Station Road is the structural base of the settlement’s networks. 
It attracts most of the movements due to its voluminous effect; 
it is wide, visible and easily accessible from most areas of the 
settlement. The motion of the selected site for the new project 
flows with the axis of station road, it arches outwards almost 
slicing the site in two and converges back with station road at 
the top and bottom.
The force of attraction allows for continuity of space and social 
inclusion for small communities that are detached from the op-
portunities of this main thoroughfare.
The patterns of the living spaces of the existing fabric along the 
connection lines are transferred onto the new site to preserve 
the energy of the locality.
Each line possess specific quality that make up the dynamics 
of the place, they have been categorized into three groups; the 
axis linking the site across to the other developments along 
the railway line, the semi private community spaces that spills 
over into station road and across to the new site (feeder routes, 
and the axial relationship between the new site the institution 
across station road.
01 ARTICULATION OF
MOVEMENT
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Each line has specific characteristics which will define a differ-
ent form of spatial connection along each axis; each zone of in-
fluence along the line is framed to be treated with an individual 
spatial layout . The zones are broken down into four; entry, 
linkage, feeder routes and relational axis.
3.1.2 Planning Zones
Entry & Linkage zones.
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Feeder and Relational zones.
GENERATING A LAYOUT
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3.1.3 Investigating Human Infrastructure
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02 DESIGNING HUMAN         
INFRASRTUCTURE
3.2.1 The Infrastructure of the Household in Kliptown
Kliptown back in the 1800’s was split into two farms; the Klips-
pruit River and the Race Course. In the late 1800’s the owners 
started selling plots to migrants for a price of 5 pounds. The 
population built without any building control, there was no prop-
er urban structure or logic behind the lines of subdivision and 
as the area grew in numbers the nature of the patterns became 
more and more dense, shrinking down to the size of a yard.
Many of the yards today are said to be owned by people who 
have been living there for a long time. Back in those days the 
area was not as dense as it is today. Many of the yards’ owners, 
as it is evident today, have randomly defined the boundaries of 
their property, and enclosed it with  the most unusual materials 
such as mattress springs and chicken wire.
The space within the yard is rented to either family or even 
unrelated people. The yards are relatively small, there are no 
standard sizes and it accommodates an average of 4-8 shacks. 
In most cases tenants pay a rental price of R70-R100 per 
month. The price is just a random figure and varies according 
to the owner, regardless of size of family or whether the tenant 
is married or single. Nevertheless there are yards where peo-
ple do not pay because it could either be that no one can claim 
ownership of the property or the owner simply understands that 
the tenants have no means to pay rent.
When tenants move in, they bring their own building materials 
which they gather from the scrap yard situated to the north of 
Dhlamini Road. When they move out they dismantle the home 
and return the materials back to the scrap yard. 
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3.2.2 Understanding Human Infrastructure (Informality)
To an outsider, what appears to be random and informal is in 
fact a way of life for the inhabitants of the settlement
Within the informality there is an intri-
cate pattern of organization. The layout 
of the place is broken down into yards, 
most yards being clustered with shel-
ters but comprisiing an anchor house 
which in some cases is the original 
house on the property or is simply the 
house that belongs to the owner of the 
yard.  The owner of the anchor home is 
responsible for the tenureship and ac-
tivities necesseray for the survival and 
well-being of the yard.
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3.2.3 Yard Systems
A sample analysis was conducted at the plot owned by John 
and his family. John has been living in Kliptown since he was 
born in 1982. He is unemployed but spends most of his time 
helping out at the SKY Youth Centre; he is also involved in a 
project to build housing for the aged in Kliptown and teaches 
at the Madrasah in Robertsham in the south of Johannesburg. 
He is just one of the many black Muslims residing in Kliptown.
The idea that is generated from this yard 
dynamics is to use the idea of the an-
chor home supported by satellite build-
ings. The anchor houses form the per-
manent structure along the street edge 
to activate the streets; these homes 
have permeable interfaces to allow for 
commercial activities, public/private in-
teraction and infiltration of residents into 
the yard.
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The nature of this sample is indicative of the living organization 
of the area and not necessarily the widespread model.
The yard he lives in accommodates eight other households. 
Out of those eight households he is related to only 2 of them. 
He lives with his parents, his older sister (aged 37) lives alone 
and his nephew and niece live right across from his home. All 
the units are constructed of a timber frame and cover in cor-
rugated sheeting.
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The shacks are very small and there isn’t enough space for 
extra activities apart from eating and sleeping. The home is 
split between a sleeping and a cooking area. Many people 
make themselves at home by building a stoep at the entrance. 
All units are detached and dispersed within the plot; they all 
have ground floor access, and only two of them sit on the street 
edge, that excludes John’s home which is situated in a corner 
at the back of the yard. 
There is a portable toilet at the entrance which the residents 
share with people passing bye. They cannot keep it closed 
because it has to be cleaned regularly by municipal workers 
who appear at random times of the day. Washing is done in 
the courtyard or spaces between the buildings. Electricity is 
illegally connected as is the case in most of Kliptown.
In the past the people in Kliptown used to live at the place they 
work, some of the households had specialized commercial 
functions.  The plot where John resides used to be a panel 
beater and spray paint shop. His father worked for the owner 
of the plot and lived in a trailer at the back of the yard. In the 
mid 80’s the owner passed away and the father took over of the 
site. Soon after the passing of the owner, nearby neighbours 
stole all the tools leaving him unable to perform his duties and 
it has been like that ever since. John’s dad is unemployed and 
John has to find means to earn an income for the home.
Although John’s father has been living there for a long time and 
is responsible for the yard, he has somehow never claimed 
ownership of the property. All the residents on the plot had to 
ask for permission before building, but not all of them pay rent. 
Only two of the eight households pay rent. The reality is that 
some of them cannot really afford it and his father acknowl-
edges it.
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7 of the 9 households are ethnic Tswanas, the other two are 
Zulus. It is mainly Zulu’s and Tswana’s who live there, John 
claims that there are no Xhosas in the area, but one can expect 
to  find Shona’s, Zimbabweans and Mozambicans there.
There is no form of organization at community level in the yard; 
every household looks out for itself. John is responsible for 
cleaning and maintenance of the yards, he has to sweep the 
area regularly. He does this because he is unemployed. He 
tried to negotiate with tenants to put up a gate, but to no avail.
It’s mainly women that stay at home during the day to look after 
the home while most of the men are at work in the city. It is very 
rare that domestic workers live and work in Kliptown, those that 
do domestic work, work outside Kliptown.
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DEVELOPING A FORM
NON-PROGRAMMATICPROGRAMMATIC
COMMERCIAL
CIRCULATION
RESIDENTIAL
GENERAL CONCEPTUAL
PROGRAMME
01 DESIGN CONCEPTS
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02 FORM GENERATION
N
TRANSFER OF SITE ENERGIES
GROUND FLOOR PLAN
NTS
zone 1 - access & linkage / comfort & image
zone 2 - access & linkage
zone 3 - use & activity
zone 4 - use & activity
zone 5 - sociability
zone 6 - access & linkage / comfort & image
zone 7 - sociability
zone 8 - access & linkage / comfort & image
zone 9 - access & linkage / use & activity
access & linkage / comfort & image access & linkage
/ comfort & image
access & linkage
/ use & activityaccess & linkage access & linkageuse & activity sociabilityuse &activity
Final Layout is generated from the 
qualities attibuted to each route lead-
ing to the main site
The plan is broken down in zones, 
each zone being a direct influence 
of the routes leading to the main site. 
There are different attributes in each 
zone that makes the entire places 
function successfully.
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This image maps the influence of 
Station Road on the locality. It is the 
main linear connector that pulls the 
community together, thus drawing 
large volumes of people onto this 
main thoroughfare
3 DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE PLACE
This image maps the types of 
social dynamics that spill out 
onto the main site. The life 
of these streets and the axial 
relationships influences the 
spatial layout of the proposed 
building.
3 DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE PLACE
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The railway lines creates an obstacle 
for accessing the site from the Char-
ter Square. By providing cross over 
links new opportunities are created 
for the inhabitants of the informal set-
tlement.
3 DIMENSIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE PLACE The combination of movement 
networks and spatial tranfers 
and connections results in 
a form that will represent an 
interchange of people, move-
ment and spaces.
3 DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE PLACE
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BUILDING PERSPECTIVE BUILDING PERSPECTIVE
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05 AREA OF FOCUS
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06 PLACEMAKING TOOLS
Residential units are designed to promote commercial activi-
ties at the threshold of the apartments. The alleys are nar-
row enough to force a concentration of use and activities.
The ground level (at 510mm from the level of the streets) 
is equppied bathroom, an open plan kitchen and a living 
space. The living space opens out onto  the threshold and 
is used at tenant’s discretion regarding the nature of their 
commercial activities. 
The corner units are more exclusive as it has an interface on 
Station Road as well as the alleys.
USE & ACTIVITY
Social space for the community. A place to relax, rest and 
meet people.
Here you can rest after a long day at work and catch a soa-
pie on you way back home, or congregate with rest of the 
community
to enjoy a game of soccer.
SOCIABILITY
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Pedestrian bridges over the railway lines are functional in 
terms of circulation, but to encourage public to use the struc-
tures the bridges open out into social spaces such as the 
restaurant and the youth centre auditorium. The bridges also 
create vantage points fr viewing the surrounding area.
KEY ACCESS & LINKAGE
To retain the social fabric at every level of this building, the 
level of the bridge is designed into a datum level, so that half-
way up the structure a public domain is created. From this 
level the upper storey of the duplex units are accessible.
KEY ACCESS & LINKAGE
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07 AESTHETICS PRINCIPLES
The yard is the public domains that tie the programme to-
gether, this spaces is shared between user of all residential 
units that flank it as well as people residing in the dormito-
ries.
The living units facing station road can become permeable 
if the owner wished it to be so. The ground floor is a large 
open plan to be used as a service space. The back of the 
unit can be accessible for Station Road and has a terrace 
space for setting out chairs and table in case the unit is used 
as a takeaway outlet or restaurant.
The yards are communal spaces, it has shared laundry and 
communal ablutions and well as ablution facilities for non-
residents who might be using the 
YARD SYSTEMS CONTINUITY
Due to extensive length of structure, the design aims to use 
continous forms along the length of the building to control 
the movement of the eye along the length of the building.
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CONTINUITY & UNIFORMITY
Similar forms are repeated to keep the structure reading as 
one entity.
CONTINUITY & UNIFORMITY
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08 HOUSING MODELS
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